
Birmingham MSc International Macro Autumn 2015
Dornbusch-Mundell-Fleming exchange rate overshooting, Assign-

ment Solutions
1. Explain the motivation for eq [1], the UIP condition. What might cause

it to fail in reality?
The equation arises out of beliving in arbitrage and rationality. These

should ensure that the returns from investing in bonds in different currencies
are equalised. If they were not equal, rational investors would move their
money into the more attractive currency. Here is the clue to how UIP might
fail. There could be barriers to arbitrage, or investors might not be rational.
Also, as a matter of detail, this simple UIP condition does not account for the
riskiness of each currency’s investment, though the conditiona can be modified
easily to do this.
2. Explain the motivation for eq [2], the money demand equation.
The equation says that the demand for real balanes will be higher if interest

rates are lower. This is obvious since interest rates are the opportunity cost
of holding money, which bears no interest. It also says that the demand for
real balances will be higher if output is higher. This captures the fact that real
balances do grow roughly in line with output or consumption over long periods.
If you think about the functions of money, which are to facilitate consumers’
transactions, then obviously as these transactions grow, so would the demand
for money, other things equal.
3. This is not a microfounded model. What does that mean? Is that a

good or a bad thing?
It means that the equilibrium conditions of the model’s aggregate variables

are not derived by first stating the problems solved by the individual firms and
consumers. Whether it is a good or a bad thing or not depends. It’s bad
since it leaves the model vulnerable to the Lucas Critique. But it may simplify
things to give us insights quickly. And it could, if things go well, capture the
mechanisms in many microfounded models, without pinning our hopes on any
one particular set of assumptions.
4. What markets clear and what markets don’t? What is the motiva-

tion/evidence behind these assumptions?
Asset markets clear. But goods markets do not. Output is demand deter-

mined.
5. What things adjust and what don’t? What is the evidence for the

assumptions that answer question 4 and this question?
Everything adjusts. But prices don’t adjust straight away and are consid-

ered ‘predetermined’, ie unchanging within the period. The assumption appeals
to the idea that portfolios can be moved around quickly and costlessly. While it
takes time and/or effort to change production prices. Relevant evidence is the
fact that monetary shocks are shown to have real effects, in so far as they can
be identified using, for example, Vector Autoregressions; and micro evidence
on infrequent and lumpy price changes.
6. Economic History. This is a 1976 paper. What things happened around

this time to movitavte writing about exhange rate overshooting?
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Bretton Woods collapsed in 1973, and many countries floated their exchange
rates. With some experiencing large movements, it was natural to think about
overshooting, since ’fundamentals’were not as volatile, so it was argued anyway.
7. Show how OR get equation [6] from [5], and also equation [6] to [7] on

p612, ie go from the open economy Phillps Curve defined in prices, to one in
terms of real exchange rates.
The Phillips Curve [5] becomes, after substituting in the expression for

∆p̃t+1,

pt+1 − pt = ψ(ydt − y) + (et+1 + p∗t+1 − qt+1)− (et + p∗t − qt)
= ψ(ydt − y) + (et+1 − et) + (p∗ − p∗) + (q − q)

Noting that the foreign price and equilibrium exchange rate are assumed
constant, which is easily seen to deliver equation [6].
We get from equations [6] to [7], by, as you can see from OR itself, using [3]

and [4].
From [3] we have that:

ydt − y = δ(et + p∗ − pt − q)

Now we substitute in this into [6] to get:

pt+1 − pt = ψδ(et + p∗ − pt − q) + (et+1 − et)

Now we use the definition of the real exchange rate:

qt = et + p∗ − pt
Which allows us to write:

pt+1 − pt = ψδ(qt − q) + (et+1 − et)

And then we use this definition of the real exchange rate again to combine
the LHS term, and the 2nd term on the RHS, to give equation [7].

∆qt+1 = qt+1 − qt = −ψδ(qt − q)

8. Show how OR get equations [8] and the difference equation in the ex-
change rate [9] (p612).

Equation [3] is:

ydt = y + δ(et + p∗ − pt − q), δ > 0

Now assuming, as OR indicate, that p∗ = y = i∗ = 0 this simplifies to:
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ydt = δ(et − pt − q)

Which, since ydt = yt we can substitute into the money demand equation [2]
to get:

mt − pt = −ηit+1 + φδ(et − pt − q)

Next notice that:

it+1 = 0 + et+1 − et
Which is the UIP condition [1], so we can substitute that in. And notice

that we can use the defn of the real exchange rate again to get [8]:

mt − pt = −η(et+1 − et) + φδ(qt − q)

From the defn of the real exchange rate again, pt = et − qt, so the LHS of
[8] becomes mt − et + qt.
Now take the term in et+1 − et to the LHS, and rearrange, to get [9].
9. Why is the ∆q = 0 line vertical in figure 9.4?
Because when the real exchange rate is not moving, to make the RHS of

equation [7] 0 we have to set qt = q the equilibrium value.
10. Why is the slope of the ∆e = 0 line positive but <1?
Well, all the primitive parameters are positive, and we assumed δφ < 1, so

it follows that the slope of the linear equation [7] is positive and less than 1.
11. Why is the intercept of the ∆e = 0 line at m+ φδq?
This is the value we get when we set qt = 0
12. How would you go about making some calculations to assess whether

Dornbusch’s observations/conerns about exchange rates are warranted or not?
Many possibilities. One might be to calculate how the variance of prices

in one country relative to another changes as we move over time, and then to
see how the variance of the nominal exchange rate changes, and to see whether
there is a disconnect between one and the other.
13. Write the real exchange rate as the log of a bunch of unmanipulated

variables.
This is easy. q = log(E.P ∗/P )
14. Can you find any episodes which look like they display overshooting?
Students should supply and discuss their own.
15. OR worry about the assumption of yt being ‘demand determined’.

Why?
Traditional classical assumptions invoke a Walrasian auctioneer. Here, the

notion of demand determined output is meant to be more realistic. But it
begs questions about how you get those who are supplying the output to supply
the demand, if it’s greater than suppliers would want to supply at the going
price. Or it begs questions about why if demand is less than supply, firms don’t
change prices. These questions are resolved in more detail in microfounded
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models. Though at the cost of making assumptions which beg more questions
and controversy.
16. Check that OR’s equation [7]

∆qt+1 = qt+1 − qt = −ψδ(qt − q)

can, as they claim, be rewritten as:

qt+1 − q = (1− ψδ)(qt − q)

This is straightforwardly shown by taking the qt term on the LHS over to
the right, and then subtracting from both sides q.
17. Check the simple step that takes us from OR equation [1] (page 726, in

the supplement C1 to chapter 2)....

zt = azt−1 +mt

to equation [2]

(1− aL)zt = mt

Using the lag-operator.
This is straightforward too.

zt = azt−1 +mt

= aLzt +mt

⇔ zt − Lzt = mt

⇐⇒ (1− aL)zt = mt

And we are done.
18. Confirm that in the solution to the generic difference equation for zt

shocks further and further back in the past contribute less and less to today’s
value.
This is obvious from the fact that |a| < 1. Higher and higher powers of a

lead to smaller and smaller factors multiplying older and older shocks.

19. Verify that zt =

t∑
s=−∞

at−sms and zt =

t∑
s=−∞

at−sms + b0a
t are both

solutions to the difference equation zt = azt−1 +mt.
If these expressions are solutions to the difference equation, then they must

satisfy it, so we can substitute in for zt and see whether the LHS does equal the
RHS as the equation demands. We do it for the augmented expression with
b0a

t and then it will be obvious that the shorter one without it also satisfies.

t∑
s=−∞

at−sms + b0a
t = a

[
t−1∑

s=−∞
at−1−sms + b0a

t−1

]
+mt
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It’s clear that:

b0a
t = ab0a

t−1

And, if we inspect the last term in the sum on the LHS and the RHS we
have:

RHS : a[at−1−(t−1)mt−1] = amt−1

LHS : at−tmt = a0mt = mt

If we look at the penultimate term in the sum on the LHS we have:

LHS : at−(t−1)mt−1 = amt−1

So you see that this LHS penultimate term matches the final term in the
RHS sum; and the final term in the LHS sum is matched with the solitary mt

term on the far RHS of our difference equation with the solution substituted in.
Hence, we have verified what you were asked to.

20. Where does the b0at solution come from? Can you derive it?
This is easy to see by repeated substitution into our difference equation.
Starting from an initial condition, say z0:

z1 = az0

z2 = az1 = a2z0

z3 = az2 = a3z0...

zt = atz0

21. Using OR’s suggested steps, show how we use [9]

∆et+1 =
et
η
− (1− φδ)qt

η
− φδq +mt

η

To get this equation just above [14] in OR.

et − q =
η

1 + η
(et+1 − q) +

1− φδ
1 + η

(qt − q) +
mt

1 + η

Re-writing, we have:

et+1 − et =
et
η
− (1− φδ)qt

η
− φδq +mt

η

Collecting terms (in particular in et and q), and writing as an equation with
et on the LHS:
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−et[1 +
1

η
] = −et+1 −

(1− φδ)qt
η

− qφδ
η
− mt

η

⇔ et

(
1 + η

η

)
= et+1 +

(1− φδ)qt
η

+ q
φδ

η
+
mt

η

⇔ et = et+1

(
η

1 + η

)
+

(1− φδ)qt
1 + η

+ q
φδ

1 + η
+

mt

1 + η

Now subtracting the equilibrium real exchange rate off both sides:

et − q = et+1

(
η

1 + η

)
+

(1− φδ)qt
1 + η

+ q

(
φδ

1 + η
− 1

)
+

mt

1 + η

The factor multiplying q on the RHS can be seen to be given by:

φδ − 1− η
1 + η

So we can re-express our equation in et as:

et − q = et+1

(
η

1 + η

)
+

(1− φδ)qt + q(φδ − 1− η)

1 + η
+

mt

1 + η

And this can then be seen to be equal to OR’s equation just above [14].
22. What does it mean that OR impose the ‘no speculative bubble condition’

to eliminate the term in the infinitely far out exchange rate that would otherwise
apear in OR equation [15]?
This is the condition that:

lim
T→∞

(
η

1 + η

)T
et+T = 0

Notice that the term multiplying e will get smaller and smaller as we go
further and further out into the future. The condition means simply that we
should not be forecasting rises in the exchange rate that are suffi cient to ‘win
out’against the tendency for this term to shrink because of the tendency for

the higher powers in
(

η
1+η

)T
to shrink. Put even more loosely, agents should

not be taking decisions based on wild upward [or downward] movements in the
exchange rate. Is this reasonable? Well, one argument is that absent large
changes in fundamentals why would such forecasts be warranted? [Although
this is rather presuming the answer to the question we are trying to find the
answer to in the model.] From time to time, we do see very large swings
in the exchange rate that might appear to be fuelled by ‘speculation’, so the
assumption is not uncontroversial.
23. Verify that OR’s [14]:

et − q =
1

1 + η

∞∑
s=t

(
η

1 + η
)s−tms +

1− φδ
1 + η

∞∑
s=t

(
η

1 + η

)s−t
(qs − q)
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Simplifies, under the assumption of a constant money supply, to [15]

et − q = m+
1− φδ
1 + η

∞∑
s=t

(
η

1 + η

)s−t
(qs − q)

To do this we need to show that:

1

1 + η

∞∑
s=t

(
η

1 + η
)s−t = 1

This is easy to do, using the formula for infinite geometric sums a/1− r:

1

1 + η
.

1

1− η
1+η

=
1

1 + η
.
1 + η

1
= 1

24. Verify that

et − q = m+
1− φδ
1 + η

(qt − q)
∞∑
s=t

(
η

1 + η

)s−t
(1− ψδ)s−t

Indeed, as OR suggests, simplifies to [16]:

et − q = m+
1− φδ

1 + ψδη
(qt − q)

We first evaluate the geometric sum, using that high-school formula:

1/1−
(

η

1 + η

)
(1− ψδ)

=
1 + η

1 + η − (1− ψδ)η

=
1 + η

1 + ψδη

Now it should be obvious by inspection that [16 follows].
25. Verify that overshooting holds, that the short run value for th eexchange

rate is greater than the long run, namely, that:

e0 = m+ (m′ −m)
1 + ψδη

φδ + ψδη
+ q > m′ + q

Provided this condition holds:

1 > φδ
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e0 = m+ (m′ −m)
1 + ψδη

φδ + ψδη
+ q > m′ + q

⇔ (m′ −m)
1 + ψδη

φδ + ψδη
> m′ −m

⇒ 1 + ψδη

φδ + ψδη
> 1

φδ + ψδη < 1 + ψδη

φδ < 1

Done, and overshooting conditions established.
26. The model relies on rational expectations [in fact quite a stringent

version known as perfect foresight]. Assess the validity of using this assumption
to derive features of exchange rates.
There is a large literature on assessing the realism of this assumption. Most

economists would think it extreme in most circumstances, since it requires too
much knowledge on the part of agents. Models with alternative assumptions
like ‘learning’[studied a lot by Prof Mitra] can be shown to have more realistic
dynamics than those with RE. Survey measures of expectations can also be
shown to fail RE, since they include biases, and are correlated with information
that would be in principle known to agents at the time. But these RE failures
are not entirely conclusive.
27. Why was there a concern about exchange rate overshooting?
This is explained in the slides. The reason, in brief, was that nominal

exchange rate fluctuations seem to be associated with real exchange rate fluc-
tuations, which are likely to be harmful, since unless fundamentals like real
demand and real supply change, there should be no good reason why prices
differ in different countries.
28. Explain in words how the proof by contradition that there is overshoot-

ing proceeds.
This is explained in the slides and the lecture notes.
29. Explain what it means that the real exchange rate is 1, and whether

deviations from it are good or bad.
This is explained in the slides and the lecture notes.
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